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Reasons to Advance from Manual to Automated 
Network Test 
5G is quickly becoming more prominent in networks, providing better performance and coverage for 

consumers. This, in turn, creates new challenges for network operators including the need to achieve new 

frequencies, add new features, add new equipment, and continually improve performance. Networks are 

becoming more software centric, requiring verification of features before deployment causing engineers to 

be busier than ever qualifying new updates and changes. 

Increasing costs of network test development is one of the greatest concerns for network operations. The 

growth of network devices, software, and features has outpaced network developers’ capabilities, making 

manually testing a network nearly impossible. However, many engineers are still busy getting involved 

hands-on which takes a lot of time, involves high costs, and can lead to several problems. Manually 

executed repetitive tasks often result in configuration errors and inconsistencies, and often require 

additional troubleshooting and testing. The attempt to expand network changes at scale, in a 

non-automated way, can be very problematic causing network downtime and additional time required to 

troubleshoot can be detrimental. These combined drawbacks result in higher operational costs. 

Many organizations are working to automate their network test to improve quality and improve their 

network services. Quickly evolving network capabilities and technology have caused an increased need 

for efficiency and speed of software development which results in the demand for network automation test 

to ensure that network test, with additional improvements, progresses faster and without errors. 
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Keysight’s Automation Solution 
Many network service providers are currently using manual tests that limits their lab testing cycle, 

requiring extended time for preparation, execution, and results analysis. Manual testing also has a higher 

error rate than an automated solution, and a very low reusability rate. Manual testing can impact business 

goals with slower test development and delivery, inconsistent quality, and higher costs. 

Network automation, using both instruments and software, automates configuration, management, 

testing, deployment, and operation of physical and virtual devices within a network. Common network 

tasks and function are automated, controlled, and managed to improve network service availability. Data 

centers, service providers, and enterprises benefit from improved efficiency, reduced human errors, and 

lower operating expenses by incorporating network automation. 

Keysight’s network test automation solution enables quick design, integration of instruments and 

software, and includes business policy and industry standards requirements. Keysight’s testing tools and 

test-case libraries can be integrated into any automation framework, or custom frameworks can be 

defined to accommodate unique requirements. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Automation architecture functional blocks 
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Keysight network test automation solutions take individual business situations into consideration and 

provide anything from updates to your current automation framework to an entire network test automation 

solution. Keysight experts work with you for fast development and integration for the simplest to the most 

complex situations and environments. 

Advance your network test by selecting from three customizable Keysight automation offerings: 

• Test Automation 

• Automation Framework 

• Tailored Automation 
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Test Automation 

If your goal is to add to or improve the automation framework you currently have, with integration of 

multiple vendors products and tools, Keysight’s Test Automation is the best choice. Test Automation 

provides automated test cases that can be integrated into complex existing automation frameworks 

improving their efficiency, quality and providing a more complete solution. An advantage of Keysight’s 

Test Automation solution is the ability for users to schedule and execute a test without first being familiar 

with the tools. 

For a service provider example with multi-vendor automation framework, Keysight’s testing solution was 

integrated with the existing frameworks using REST API. Keysight’s solution provides new automation 

capabilities including scheduling, execution, and data collection for further analysis and test results validation. 

 

Automation Framework 

If you do not have a current automated network test and want to quickly be able to automatically run and 

analyze test cases, your best choice is Keysight’s Automation Framework. Automation Framework 

provides a complete solution with automated test cases, a user interface, and results data analysis. 

For example, a service provider, that did not have an automation framework, requested help to build and 

validate automated test cases using instruments they currently used in the test lab. This service provider 

wanted fast, effective test ability to keep up with their fast-paced network rollout schedules. 

Keysight created and validated test cases and then used REST API and Python for scheduling and 

execution. Post process of test results were managed by an additionally developed data manipulation tool 

that pushed data to the customers data storage site for further analysis. 
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Tailored Automation 

For businesses and users that want a complete network test automation solution that compliments the 

products and services you provide, your best choice is Keysight’s Tailored Automation. Tailored 

Automation uses a full continuous integration, continuous testing, and continuous delivery (CI/CD/CT) 

custom automation framework, and automates the entire deployment, protecting against substandard or 

error-prone changes to the codebase and early detection code defects. 

An example where Tailored Automation provided a true advantage is for a service provider that wanted to 

test their product using a specific “Type Approval” test (TAT) for worldwide certification. The service 

provider was currently testing manually and wished to automate their test with the goal of eliminating 

errors, saving time, and reducing cost. 

This customer was able to take advantage of Keysight’s test automation framework creation, that is 

vendor agnostic and can be translated to any technology and network. The test automation framework 

spanned over 162 automated tests in less than 16 hours, covering 90% of service providers’ test list. 
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Choose Keysight Automation 
Keysight is a market leader in the testing business enabling Keysight’s automation solution to address a 

wide range of applications, including network test and security in 4G or 5G environments. Keysight’s 

experience in testing and services has been leveraged into the development and deployment of test case 

libraries and tools for integration with any automation framework, and for custom framework designed for 

unique applications. 

Keysight is a preferred and trusted testing vendor providing Automation solutions that include the 

development, management, execution, and Integration of an automated testing framework that will 

complement or replace your manual testing process, resulting in optimized resources, increased quality 

and efficiency, and reduced costs and delivery times. Keysight provides a complete automation solution 

including: Keysight testing tools, Professional Services, testcase definition, scripting and integration, and 

Results Analysis. 

Keysight’s verified automation network test solutions provide increased efficiency and performance you 

can rely on and enable you and your team to focus on your business products and solutions. Confidence 

in your Keysight automation network test solution allows you to make decisions more quickly and 

accelerate your go-to-market strategy. 

When you choose Keysight Network Test Automation, you gain direct contact with experts that work with 

you to design, integrate selected high-quality test instruments and software, and incorporate your 

business and industry standard network requirements. You can count on a flexible approach to address 

your unique test automation needs, whether you are adding to your current system or creating a new test 

automation. In addition to expert’s help to get you setup and running quickly, Keysight provides continued 

support when you have questions, need repairs or calibration, need updates, or want to make changes. 
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